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Preface
This report is made up of three parts:
The foreword is written by Dr Caoimhe McAvinchey (Lecturer in Drama, Theatre
and Performance, convenor of MA in Theatre and Performance and Director of
Taught Graduate Programmes in Drama at Queen Mary, University of London).
The project which is used as a case study for the report, Weekend at Wilton’s, is
then described by Charlotte O’Dair (Programme Director, Magic Me).
Finally, Sue Mayo (Associate Artist, Magic Me and Convenor of MA in Applied
Theatre at Goldsmiths, University of London) uses the project to reflect on the
research questions:
• How do different art forms enable the building of relationships in an
intergenerational setting?
• What is the impact on a creative project of a partnership that brings with it
a high profile performance opportunity, in this case performing to a paying
audience, alongside professional performers?

Acknowledgements
Magic Me would like to thank:
• The artists (Polly Beestone, Liane Harris, Douglas Nicolson, Shamita Ray,
Verity Standen and Julian West) for their creativity, hard work, and the
thought and time put into the project diaries.
• The project partners: Bethnal Green Academy, Drover’s Day Centre,
Oaklands School, Sonali Gardens, St Mary Magdalene’s Academy and The
Sundial Centre, and for recruitment and support of participants.
• Duckie and Wilton’s Music Hall for all the support during the project and
over the weekend itself.
• All of the participants, young and old, whose commitment, energy and
imagination made the project possible.
• All the Volunteer Project Assistants.
• All the Weekend at Wilton’s Event Volunteers.
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Foreword
2012 has been an extraordinary year for Magic Me. As well as continuing its
hugely successful Cocktails in Care Homes programme and contributing to
the nationwide celebrations of both the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee and the
Cultural Olympiad, Magic Me has produced three high profile projects for a
general public audience: Where the Heart is, View from the Top and Weekend at
Wilton’s.
In the past, public access to Magic Me’s work was often limited to the
participants’ families and staff in partner schools, community centres or care
homes. Critically, these three new projects have extended the reach of Magic
Me to new, and, at times, paying audiences, a subtle shift which means that
audiences are now engaging with the company’s work through cultural, rather
than educational or community, venues and platforms.
This repositioning raises many pertinent questions about the value and profile
of work made in intergenerational community contexts and partnership building
between arts organisations with very different identities, core audiences
and practices. It also brings a particular focus on the arts in intergenerational
practice, something that is at the heart of this report by Sue Mayo.
In terms of the wider context, intergenerational practice is still a relatively
new field, evolving over the past 50 years. Although there is an extraordinarily
diverse range of approaches to the work across the globe, there are some
agreed principles as to what good practice looks like: it is purposeful, mutually
beneficial to all involved and has a timeframe which supports the development
of relationships between individuals across generations. Within current
literature many of the examples focus on projects where one younger group
and one older group, usually of grandparent/grandchild generations, work
together. Other models of practice, working with more than two generations,
or with child/parent generations at different stages in their lives, are less
commonly represented.
There is now a substantial and convincing body of evidence from education,
psychology, child and youth work, gerontology, health and social care that
illustrates the potential benefits of good intergenerational practice for
individuals and societies: a greater understanding of and the ability to build
relationships with others; improved self-confidence due to developed social
skills; enhanced health and wellbeing, due to a greater sense of self-worth and
reduced sense of isolation; and community cohesion and resilience through
the development of new networks and relationships between individuals and
groups who would not ordinarily meet.

8
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Policy makers at local, national and international levels, recognise the potential
social and economic impact of strategically supporting intergenerational
work. Events such as the 2012 European Year of Active Ageing and Solidarity
Between Generations, networks including the European Network for
Intergenerational Learning (EMIL) and projects such as European Approaches to
Inter-Generational Lifelong Learning (EAGLE) are testament to the momentum
of political interest that has built up behind this practice. However, we find
ourselves at a particular moment - the global recession means that, regardless
of its proven efficacy, funding once earmarked for this work has been prioritised
for other, more traditional, voter-friendly approaches in health, education and
social care. In light of this, researchers and practitioners must not just keep
making the case for the importance of intergenerational practices, but find new
avenues within which to pursue them so that the field is invigorated, responsive
and reflexive.
This point was reiterated recently by Prof. Valerie Kuehne, a leading researcher
in the field. During International Perspectives on Intergenerational Practice,
a seminar hosted by the Beth Johnson Foundation, Kuehne argued that
researchers and practitioners working in intergenerational contexts must
broaden the scope of their enquiries beyond what is already known about its
potential benefits. If, she reminds us, we fail to do this, we end up repeating
our findings and neglect the opportunities to develop new understandings and
knowledge offered through it. It is time to ask new and different questions of
intergenerational practice.
Over the past decade Magic Me has been doing just this, investigating an
aspect of intergenerational practice which is under-researched and under-valued
– the arts. Magic Me’s ambition for the possibilities of intergenerational arts
practice is modelled throughout all of its work and is particularly evident in the
three high profile projects of 2012. Where the Heart Is, an audio-visual ‘walk
of love’ through the streets of East London, was a collaboration between The
Women’s Library, Mulberry School for Girls and local older women staged as
part of the London International Festival of Theatre (LIFT). View from the Top
brought together 120 children and older people. The visual and audio work that
they created, offered passengers on the 205 bus (that runs from the City of
London towards the Olympic Park) a different perspective on the people and
places that have inhabited the 205’s route. Finally, the world’s oldest surviving
music hall was the setting for Weekend at Wilton’s, a collaboration between 60
younger and older people and Duckie, an internationally renowned collective of
artists rooted in the gay and lesbian performance scene, to create ‘a good night out’.
The organisation is committed to using its practice both as a testing ground
and a site for critical reflection to develop new understandings about
intergenerational arts practice, how this is shaped by and what it reveals of the
social, political, economic and cultural contexts it operates within.
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The first strand of Magic Me’s recent research was developed through Our
Generations (2006-2009), a programme of new models of intergenerational arts
practice created in direct response to local and national concerns. The London
bombings in July 2005 exacerbated feelings of fear and mistrust between
communities of different cultural and faith backgrounds, something felt acutely
in Magic Me’s immediate locality of Tower Hamlets. A further concern was
demographic, with research revealing a considerable increase in the number
of people over 75 years living in Britain. Many of these people, living at home
or in care, face isolation and loneliness. Magic Me’s response to these social
fractures was to find ways to support the needs of individuals and communities
by developing a programme that not only acknowledged these concerns but
developed dialogue about them, with the people affected by them, through
arts practices. Our Generations was hugely impactful on its participants, but
just as importantly, the research highlighted the complex layers of expertise,
experience and leadership that are required to develop good intergenerational
practice both at an organisational level and for individual artists making work in
this context.
This report, focusing on the Weekend at Wilton’s project, is the culmination
of the second phase of research. It picks up some of the issues raised in
the Our Generations investigation and takes them much further, examining
artistic form within intergenerational arts practice and how the public element
of performance, particularly for a paying audience who may have no direct
connection to the participants, impacts on the ways in which artists work with
participants.
The third strand of research focuses on the on-going collaboration between
Magic Me, The Women’s Library, Mulberry School for Girls and local, older
women. Since 1993, the materials in The Women’s Library have been the
catalyst for debate, a panoply of creative responses and relationships between
younger, mainly Muslim, women and older women from a diverse range of
cultural backgrounds, about historical and contemporary issues tackled by
women. This research, considering issues including women’s education, gender,
space and activism, will be published in Autumn 2013.
But to return to this strand of the research which focuses on the arts and artists
in intergenerational arts practices. Sue Mayo’s experience and expertise, as
an artist working in intergenerational and community contexts, as a cultural
producer, mentor and scholar, gives her the insight and understanding required
not only to analyse the creative processes under consideration but to support
the artists in their structured reflections and understandings of their own
practice in an intergenerational context. This collaborative approach allows us,
as readers - in a time and place very far away from the noise and bustle of a
workshop or performance - a rich insight into the challenges, pleasures and
politics of intergenerational arts practice staged for a public audience.

10
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This report is an invaluable resource for artists, organisations, funders, policy
makers and academics across a range of disciplines, from education to social
work, to understand something new about how different art forms support both
meeting and making between people – the very warp and weft of Magic Me.
Dr Caoimhe McAvinchey,
Department of Drama, Queen Mary, University of London
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Weekend at Wilton’s
Weekend at Wilton’s was a project which united an intergenerational group of
sixty Magic Me participants with professional performers curated by Duckie.
The group took over Wilton’s Music Hall (the world’s oldest surviving music
hall) for two nights and one afternoon of performances, dancing and socialising.
The shows were cabaret style; professional performances were interspersed
with intergenerational acts, and then cast and audience were able to enjoy
ninety minutes of music with a DJ. Over a six month period, three separate
intergenerational groups met weekly within school time, learning skills in
photography, singing and dance, and puppetry and music. The project was
funded by The Baring Foundation, as part of their arts and older people project
programme.

Partners
Magic Me is the UK’s leading provider of intergenerational arts activities. The
project was dreamt up, set up and managed by Programme Director, Charlotte
O’Dair, and all sessions were run by Magic Me artists. We have been running
intergenerational projects for twenty three years, working in schools, care
homes, day centres and other arts and community settings. Magic Me projects
bring together people of different ages as equals, with a shared creative
purpose. Participants are often diverse in culture and faith as well as age group.
Projects are led by our team of freelance creative artists: musicians, dancers,
photographers, visual artists, film makers, writers and drama specialists, who
design activities to stimulate conversation and an exchange of ideas. Magic Me
artists are supported by a Continuing Professional Development programme,
which involves meeting for a full day at least twice a year, to think about various
themes relating to the principles and best practices involved in intergenerational
arts work. Together, the group explore and define the roles and responsibilities
of the intergenerational artist, which enhances Magic Me’s capacity to provide
high quality intergenerational arts projects.
Magic Me is based in Tower Hamlets, and this is where the majority of our
projects take place. Poverty is widespread in Tower Hamlets and the borough
remains one of the most deprived areas in the country. The borough fares
worst on measures that relate to housing and income deprivation, especially
where it affects children and older people. Fear of crime and isolation amongst
older people can lead to mistrust and suspicion of younger people, especially
where the older and younger people are from different ethnicities. ‘My present
picture of young people is them screaming on buses but working with these
young people changed my view.’ (Older person after a recent intergenerational
photography project.)
Duckie are ‘purveyors of progressive working class entertainment’ who mix
live art and light entertainment. Fusing art house and experimental theatre
12
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practice with popular entertainment, they create accessible and challenging
performance events. Duckie is noted for its work with and for lesbians, gays,
bisexuals and transsexuals. In the past three years, Duckie have produced three
events aimed at older people, cheekily subtitled ‘Queers and Old Dears’ – at
Blackpool Tower Ballroom (2008), Bexhill’s De La Warr Pavilion (2009) and South
London’s Battersea Arts Centre (2010) to great acclaim ‘An amazing evening.
An achingly beautiful celebration of love across the age barriers. It wasn’t ramdown-your thought political, just truly, gorgeously lump-in-your-throat lovely.’
(Attitude Magazine, March 2009). Duckie produced the performance weekend,
including contracting all the professional artists.

Structure of the project
Each group mixed ten fourteen/fifteen year olds with ten adults, aged sixty and
upwards, and each group met weekly, between January and May 2012. The
workshops took place during the school day, within arts curriculum time, at the
school. The performances took place at the end of May, and each group worked
towards the same theme, ‘glamour.’
Older people came independently to the sessions, apart from one care home
resident (a former music hall artiste) who was accompanied to and from the
session by the home’s Activities Co-ordinator.

Group 1
• The sessions were led by photographers Liane Harris and Douglas
Nicolson.
• Local older Tower Hamlets residents were recruited through The Sundial
Centre to work with young people from Oaklands School, also in Tower
Hamlets.
• Each session was 1½ hours. There were 17 sessions for the whole group,
and separate introductory sessions for the older and younger people.

Group 2
• The sessions were led by singer Verity Standen and dancer Shamita Ray.
• Local older Tower Hamlets residents were recruited through Sonali
Gardens to work with young people from Bethnal Green Academy.
• Each session was 1 hour. There were 18 sessions for the whole group, and
separate introductory sessions for the older and younger people.

Group 3
• The sessions were led by musician Julian West and puppeteer Polly
Beestone.
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• Local older Islington residents were recruited through Drover’s Day Centre
to work with young people from St Mary Magdalene’s Academy.
• Each session was 1 hour and 15 minutes. There were 18 sessions for the
whole group, and separate introductory sessions for the older and younger
people.

The project was supported by:
• Programme Director, who led on all aspects of the project: vision,
fundraising, partnerships, negotiation, management of artists and team.
• Project Assistant, who attended all workshops, supported artists and
participants and organised travel for the performance weekend.
• Community and Communications Manager, who managed all volunteers,
press and PR and front of house during the performance weekend.
• Project Volunteers in each group, who supported artists and participants,
creatively and logistically.
• Volunteers at the performances, who supported in all aspects of ensuring
the smooth running of each event.
The artists met with Duckie before the start of the project to think about how
to work together. They then met with Duckie twice at Wilton’s, once to come
up with the project theme and once to look at the space and start to plan their
performances. This was also an opportunity for artists to see each other and
discuss their progress. Duckie then visited each group at their school towards
the end of the project, to meet the people involved and to see what they were
creating.

History of the project
Magic Me contacted Duckie as we were aware of the work that they had done
with older people, and had an idea that we could collaborate on a high profile
event, mixing our participants with their artists. They were keen to partner, as
whilst they’d organised events aimed at older people in the past, older people
had never had a role in planning or performing at them. Duckie were conscious
that older people had enjoyed a wonderful and heart-warming event, but it
had been a one off, with no activities to follow it up. Magic Me place great
emphasis on the building up of long term, meaningful relationships throughout
the life of the project and beyond, both between group members and with us
as an organisation.
However, Magic Me do not have the expertise to create the kind of spectacle
that Duckie are famous for: ‘A genuinely diverse audience… an intergenerational
fantasia delivered with real affection… How often do you see young and old
14
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couples dancing together outside of weddings?’ (The Guardian, February 2009
on Duckie’s Bexhill’s De La Warr Pavilion event for older people.) Magic Me are
skilled at bringing groups together, supporting them to discover their creative
potential and challenging their preconceptions about different generations.
Having Duckie as partners afforded Magic Me participants the unprecedented
opportunity to present their skills in a high profile, large scale way, allowing
the impact to be felt far and wide. Groups were able to perform to a sell-out
audience of four hundred people over three days.

Aims
• For participants to develop creative, technical and critical skills specific to
the different art forms: photography, singing and dance and puppetry and
music.
• To challenge perceptions of older peoples’ creativity by giving them the
opportunity to present their achievements in front of a large audience.
• To bring older and younger people together to build positive, ongoing
relationships through working on a shared creative project.
• To support the development of lasting relationships between three schools
and their local older peoples’ resource centres through regular shared
activities.
• To enable participants to gain insight into one another’s lives and
experiences, challenging stereotypes relating to age, ethnicity and
disability.
• To provide a great night out for an East End mix of working class
pensioners and younger cultural types who have the desire to mingle with
people from a different generation, but find little opportunity to do this
outside of the family unit.
• To ensure that this pioneering and exemplary project is shared with
as wide an audience as possible, by disseminating the accompanying
research through Magic Me’s networks and making it freely available on
our website.

Main Challenges
• Weekend at Wilton’s was an ambitious undertaking for Magic Me, as we
have not previously co-ordinated such a high profile production. As a small
team with no set precedents to follow, we had to set up new systems and
ways of working.
• Working alongside three different schools is always complex, due to full
timetables, limited space and academic pressures on students. During
this project there were also frequent staff changeovers and last minute
changes to timetables.
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• Magic Me artists are all freelancers, and can be juggling many different
projects at one time, making their time very pressured.
• It required careful negotiation to persuade schools to participate in a
project that partnered with a gay company, who were going to incorporate
drag acts into the final performance.

Main Achievements
• Sixty Magic Me participants developed creative, technical and critical
skills specific to the different art forms: photography, dance, singing,
music and puppetry. The puppetry and music group created an enormous
cross gender puppet, whose true identity was revealed, onstage, to the
accompaniment of a song made up and performed by the group. The
singing and dance group took glamour throughout the ages as their theme,
creating music and dance pieces from swing to Madonna. The singers
sung on the balcony at Wilton’s, and the dancers performed amongst
the audience. The photographers took vaudevillian characters as their
inspiration, creating music hall characters that were photographed and
displayed as a slideshow. Members of the group came onstage to describe
their experiences to the show’s host, Amy Lamé.
• The groups challenged perceptions of older peoples’ creativity by sharing
their artistic achievements over three performances. Every show was sold
out, and they experienced the thrill of performing in a high quality, historic
venue alongside professional artists, supported by an excellent team with
expert production values.
• The groups built positive, on-going relationships through working on a
shared creative project, and through the experience of performing on stage
together.
• Audiences, of whom 40% were local older people recruited through day
centres, tea dances and Magic Me groups, had a great night out and the
opportunity to socialise and dance with people of all age groups. The disco
after the final show turned into a real intergenerational celebration, with all
age groups dancing together.
‘This has been a wonderful achievement and success. It started with
newspaper and paste, but boy, look at it now!’ (Older person commenting on
the project and puppet that the group made.)
Charlotte O’Dair
Programme Director, Magic Me
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1

Introduction

Magic Me’s practice in the field of intergenerational arts work has been
developed over more than twenty years. The organisation has grown from
a single pilot project in 1987 to be an acknowledged leader in the field of
intergenerational arts work. The ways of working have developed, bringing in
new art forms, and new understandings of what intergenerational means. The
length and structure of projects, the locations of projects, the size and ambition
of the work have all been developed and tested, around core principles. These
were articulated in 20061 as follows:
• There is an intergenerational focus. Young and older people come
together as equal partners, with a common purpose.
• Relationship building is conscious, not accidental. Projects, sessions
and activities are designed to enable young and older people to develop
relationships in meaningful ways.
• Creative and expressive arts activities are central to our work. Making
something together is a focus for meeting and an important outcome.
Through arts activity we enable thinking, feeling, doing and reflecting.
• There is equality of access to arts activities. Activities are designed
to take account of the needs, abilities and confidence levels of culturally
diverse groups of older and younger people, with a variety of life
experience.
• Reflection is built in to each project. There is time for young and older
participants to think and talk about what’s happening as projects develop.
Sometimes this will happen in the intergenerational group, sometimes
with young or older people on their own. As much as possible arts
processes are used to enable reflection to happen.
In the light of a new phase of work, one characterised by high profile, public
performance and exhibition, this research aims to focus on the arts practices
of Magic Me. I will reflect on the work that took place throughout Weekend
at Wilton’s, and reframe the vocabulary for describing the work that the multiskilled artists undertake. The partnership with Duckie, outlined in the first
section, brought the art works created by the groups into sharper focus, and
a new set of demands on the organisation and the artists. It is in this context
that the research strand of the project took place.
The research provides an opportunity to look in detail at the creative practice
at the centre of Magic Me’s work, and at the delicate balance between a focus
1

Report on a Programme of Continuing Professional Development and Good
Practice: Jan Stirling 2006 p29 downloadable from www.magicme.co.uk 		
accessed 13.08.2012
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on the process of creating work, and the demands of preparing for and then
showing that work to others in a public setting. At the heart of this are the
artists who work with Magic Me, and how its ways of working, developed
and articulated over 22 years, are expressed through these artists and through
organisational structures.
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2

The research project

Following on from the detailed and rich report on Our Generations, a three-year
programme of work comprising nine varied projects2, I was asked to observe,
reflect on and engage with Weekend at Wilton’s, from the early preparation
stages through to the post–performance evaluations. This research aims to
examine two particular questions that arise in relation to Magic Me’s work.
How do different art forms enable the building of relationships in an
intergenerational setting?
What is the impact on a creative project of a partnership that brings with
it a high profile performance opportunity, in this case performing to a
paying audience, alongside professional performers?
The first question is one that is relevant to all of Magic Me’s work. This project,
with its variety of art forms, (photography, instrumental and vocal music,
puppetry and dance), provided an opportunity to look in detail at the different
ways in which these art forms are delivered and how they work. The second
question touches on a dynamic present in all arts work that is socially engaged:
the balance between an emphasis on the group’s development and needs, and
the focus of performance, exhibition or other public outcomes. In Weekend at
Wilton’s this question became more sharply defined, because of the scale and
profile of the performance. These two strands are clearly linked in terms of
choices that artists had to make at particular moments in the project, and how
these impacted both on relationships and on the work being created for the
public.

2

Our Generations: Report on a three year programme of intergenerational arts projects
in Tower Hamlets, East London April 2006-2009 Kathryn Gilfoy and Dr Caoimhe 		
McAvinchey available from www.magicme.co.uk
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2.1 Methodology
I had access to the project in all its stages, and was able to meet with artists,
participants, the Programme Director, the partner organisation, and Magic Me
core staff. We sought to be clear that this research was different to and distinct
from an evaluation of the project. There were overlaps, and the research has
both benefited from, and contributed to, the project evaluation. Looking at the
work through the frame of two clear questions enabled a relationship with all
the partners, that of co-researchers, and I am indebted to the artists and the
Programme Director for the time they contributed to documenting their own
thoughts and reflections.
As Associate Artist at Magic Me, I have worked with all the artists who were
involved, either on projects as co-artists, or in professional development
workshops. I have also been involved in managing projects, and both these
aspects gave me a particular grounding in the work which, I hope, allows for
a look at the questions from the inside of the practice. At the same time, I
was able to watch and listen from a certain distance, and witnessed many
extraordinary moments that revealed the delicate complexity of the work that
went into the project. The research was carried out in the following ways:
• Workshops with the artists before the start of their workshops with the
intergenerational groups and after the project.
• Co-facilitation of a one-day workshop with all Magic Me artists as part of
the ongoing Continuing Professional Development (CPD) programme.
• Attendance at meetings with Duckie.
• Attendance at three workshops on all three projects.
• Attendance at two performances.
• Development of graphic and word-based tools for analysing sessions.
• Trialing of these materials at an arts conference (Alchemists at work at York
St John’s).
• Artists wrote weekly diaries, disseminated to each other, and to myself
and the Programme Director.
• Evaluation questionnaires for key Magic Me staff.
• Interviews with Duckie key staff and with Magic Me’s Project Assistant.
• Informal interviews with participants.
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3

Context

The research takes place within a context; that of previous research. The
Our Generations report, and the report documenting and reflecting on the
Continuing Professional Development programme at Magic Me, have provided
an informative and detailed examination of Magic Me’s practice. Both have
informed my examination of the role of the Magic Me artist. Using Weekend
at Wilton’s as the case study means a focus on the particular art forms used in
this project, but it is hoped that the learning and the mode of analysis can be
usefully transferred across other art forms. Weekend at Wilton’s was the first in
a series of high profile projects undertaken by Magic Me in 2012. The learning
from this partnership is particular in some ways, but also reveals universal
questions about the place of the arts in Magic Me’s work, and the dynamic
involved in working towards high quality outcomes, while, at the same time,
remaining committed to careful and authentic processes.

3.1 The report into Our Generations
This research project is part of an ongoing strand of reflection, evaluation,
analysis and articulation in Magic Me. Many of the areas of growth and
development start with practice; they are honed and developed through the
creative work done with groups. But this learning needs to be documented and
communicated, and this practice too is well developed, from the time paid to
artists for preparation and reflection, to the publications, reports and conference
contributions that emerge from Magic Me.
Sharing the Experience, written in 2001 by Susan Langford and myself, aimed
to provide clear, practice-based guidelines for anyone wanting to set up
intergenerational arts projects. Drawing from past projects, it takes the reader
from the initial idea, through all the careful preparation, to the creative project
itself, and what follows on from it. The Our Generations report written by
Kathryn Gilfoy and Dr Caoimhe McAvinchey in 2009 is in two sections. Gilfoy,
who managed and developed the project, provides the aims and objectives,
description, narrative and learning outcomes in the first section, while
McAvinchey provides a contextual and reflective analysis of key themes that
emerged from the projects.
In this report we echo that structure, and also build on themes that emerge
from it, in particular McAvinchey’s interest in the ‘casting’ or choice of artists,
(which she describes as ‘perhaps their (Magic Me’s) most important decision
as they are both the face of the organisation and enable the aims of the project
to be met in a creative, challenging and engaging way for the participants’)3.
She also highlights the range of skills that artists need, the detail of the practice
3

Our Generations Report p 110
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and what that reveals, and the importance of the company’s commitment to
ongoing learning and development.

3.2 Continuing Professional Development within
Magic Me
As evidenced above in the core values, Magic Me has a strong emphasis
on responsiveness and development. As part of this it developed, in 2004,
a programme of Continuing Professional Development for its pool of artists.
Between 2004 and 2006 it paid artists to attend 11 days of training, in areas
including reflection and evaluation, active citizenship, child and adult protection,
arts activities with people with dementia, and how and why intergenerational
arts sessions work. Where funding has been available, this opportunity for
training, skills sharing and reflection has continued.
The report on the first phase of the CPD reveals benefits for both the
organisation and the artists. Artists learn together, learn about Magic Me’s
practice, and they also bring things from their other freelance work. The
sessions build awareness about both how to transmit skills, encourage
engagement with the project themes and the art forms, and how to pay
attention to the needs of the group, in order to create a project and an
environment in which people can learn about themselves and each other. They
provide an opportunity for artists from different art forms to share with each
other the ways in which their art forms work, and experience being asked
to enter into creative activities that may be new to them and more or less
comfortable. The report shows that core Magic Me staff also learned how to
articulate their practice more clearly, and were able to get a clearer sense of
how and where the organisation needed to be developing.
Investigations into the ways in which different art forms were used, the
dynamic of sessions, and the particularity of intergenerational practice, have
begun through the CPD days. This research builds on that learning. Less closely
examined in the past is the tension that can occur between process and
product, the opportunities working towards an outcome affords, and the impact
on artists, groups and organisations. This section aims to open up that area of
reflection.
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3.3

Magic Me’s artists

Magic Me has a pool of artists from many disciplines, and often works across
more than one art form in a project.4 It recruits freelance artists who are skilled
and experienced in their art form, but who are also able to work with a diverse
group, where breaking down assumptions and building connection is at the
heart of the process. Artists are selected and contracted by Magic Me largely
from this pool. They are then invited to work on a specific project, and are often
matched with a co-artist by Magic Me, in relation to complementarity of skills,
and/or the nature of the project that has been negotiated with the partner
organisations. Some artists work for Magic Me over many years, creating a rich
foundation of skills and experience within the pool, while new artists, regularly
recruited, bring in new ideas and ways of working.
Many decisions will have already been made before the first workshops begin,
in negotiation with the schools, older people’s organisations or other partners
involved. These decisions will relate to many practical aspects, including the
timing of workshops, the venues and rooms where activities take place, but
also to the art forms, themes and the desired outcomes of the project. These
preliminary negotiations can begin up to a year ahead of the start of a project,
and good planning and preparation are crucial to the success of the projects.
The preparatory work is undertaken in the context of a wealth of experience
within Magic Me about the differing requirements of art forms, and the ways in
which their freelance artists work. Nonetheless, there are questions about how
early in the process to involve artists, in order to align the needs of the partner
organisations, the ways in which the art forms will be used, project aims, and
Magic Me’s established practice.
The freelance artists’ principle role is to design and lead the project, within the
framework of what has already been set up by Magic Me. Each project is made
up of a series of creative sessions, often leading towards some kind of sharing
of the work with others. The length of projects varies, but many take place
over the equivalent of a school term, with 8-10 weekly sessions.5 The length
of sessions is often dictated by what is possible for the partner organisations,
and the spaces depend on what those organisations can offer. Magic Me works
hard to get the best environment possible for the projects, but compromises
must sometimes be made. The demands of this project highlight a need to be
more realistic about the time needed, (for example in one session) in order to
be able to achieve the desired outcome. A one hour session in a school will
create its own limitations.
4

The current pool includes artists who offer print-making, puppetry, textiles, mosaic,
craft, writing, drama, theatre-making, storytelling, photography, film, video, dance,
vocal and instrumental music.

5

Weekend at Wilton’s ran for longer, with approximately 17 sessions for each group, in
addition to the rehearsal and performance at Wilton’s Music Hall.
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The organisation, including the Director, Programme Director, Administrator
and Community and Communications Manager are responsible for much of the
preliminary work. They support the project in practical ways, as well as offering
an outside eye to the artists in terms of intergenerational practice. Regarding
the particularity of intergenerational practice, Susan Langford, Magic Me’s
founder and Director, articulates a threefold foundation of aims:
• Arts aims: creative and practical art form skills, critical skills, technique,
confidence, ideas.
• Individual aims: personal development, social skills, communication, and
self-confidence.
• Community development aims: group building, that also ripples out into
the wider community of the school, neighbourhood, families.
Artists working with Magic Me are expected to have a concern for all three
groups of aims. There is a knowledge and an understanding that people from
different generations are coming together for a purpose. Magic Me has seen
in so many projects how much different generations can bring to one another,
how individuals can grow, and how this can have an impact on their community
– the community of School or Day Centre, or the wider community.
At the same time, Langford is clear that she wants to work with artists
who are skilled and enthusiastic about their own art form. ‘Young and older
people, whether new to an art form or very experienced, can quickly tell the
difference between an ‘okay’ artwork or workshop, and one of high quality.
Our participants want to be inspired, excited and stretched, to go beyond
the ordinary. So in Magic Me we need artists who have real skills, talent and
confidence in their chosen art forms, people who are totally at home in the
world of dance or photography or drama or drawing. Skilled artists know their
own craft, techniques and processes inside out and have a wealth of ideas and
repertoire to draw on. These are the kind of artists who can inspire and guide
others to create.’ 6
Langford also offers a simple but robust rule of thumb, asking artists to think
about why it is ‘better to do this together’. That is to say, to really look at the
project they are offering to identify what added richness and interest, what
opportunities come from doing it intergenerationally. If it is a project really
designed for elders, into which a group of young people have been added,
or vice versa, it will not truly be intergenerational. Coming to the end of a
performance project with Magic Me in 2006 I was asked what had been best
about it. My answer was ‘everyone was needed’, reflecting my sense that
indeed, it had been better to ‘do it together’.
6

Email from Susan Langford to author 13.8.2012
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4 How do different art forms enable the
building of relationships in an intergenerational
setting?
The question of how each art form works, and what it allows and makes
happen in the workshop space, quickly became mitigated, through observation
and conversation. All art forms can be offered in a huge variety of ways, and
different artists will facilitate them differently. This is apparent both in terms of
aesthetic, and of the nature of the music, dance, visual practice etc, but also in
terms of the ways in which any one artist works. From my observation of the
sessions in this project, and from my own knowledge of work in other Magic
Me projects, I nonetheless felt that there were some elements that I could
tentatively identify. These relate to the potential experience of the participants,
but it should be remembered that all of the artists have chosen to work in a
particular art form from the basis of their skills and talents, but also because
of the ways in which it allows them to feel at ease and to be creative. This
is important, partly because Magic Me will often place artists from different
disciplines together, but also because artists will sometimes need to use
structures and exercises from another art form to achieve all the aims of a
project. For example, in a dance project, it may be helpful or even necessary to
introduce work that involves the voice or text, or in a drama project to introduce
visual practice. This may be in relation to the planned final outcome, in response
to the dynamic of a session, or in response to the group’s needs. Participants
come to Magic Me for a variety of reasons, and the ways of working offered
by one art form may not engage everyone all the time. So artists may need to
move beyond the comfortable and practiced ways in which they work.
In the following section I aim to begin to unpick the elements that are most
clearly identifiable with an art form.

4.1 Sifting the elements
Photography
• working individually (i.e. one person, one camera)
• working together to set up shots, to edit and make choices
• looking, and being looked at
• learning technical skills (camera, lighting, composition, IT)
• using equipment, the nature of which will dictate some of what is possible
• editing, deconstructing images, and making choices
• looking at the environment
• seeing though other’s eyes
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• the photographer doesn’t need to be present at the sharing of the work
• continual evidence of work to mark progress
• opportunities for unstructured conversation while working
• learning skills and techniques

Dance
• being part of a collective or solo
• attention to mobility
• touch, with clear boundaries in taught steps, more negotiated in
improvisation
• the body is the medium
• awareness of body image (ageing/weight/gender)
• balance between challenge and support
• skills of strength, balance, memory, agility
• being able to be looked at
• genres of dance can limit or expand the experience
• different benefits from the experiential and the performative
• physical risk factors and fear for participants
• potential to go beyond fears and ‘fly’
• learning skills and techniques

Singing
• being part of a collective or solo
• expressing something of the self
• breath, connection with body
• the body is the medium
• being able to listen
• being able to be listened to
• fears about ability to sing well
• genres of music, accompanied or unaccompanied, cultural or age specific
• becoming part of something greater than one’s self
• no equipment/instruments necessary
• learning skills and techniques
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Puppetry
• manual dexterity
• working alone, or together in pairs or groups
• working with materials
• a focus outside yourselves
• continual evidence of work to mark progress
• using equipment, the nature of which will dictate some of what is possible
• opportunities for unstructured conversation while making
• the necessity of taking the imaginative leap to believe in the life of the
puppet: individual and collective imagining
• manipulation skills
• learning to communicate through the puppet/object
• learning skills and techniques

Instrumental music
• drawing on existing skills in the group
• can be solo and/or group
• the need for instruments; the nature and quality of what is available may
affect the work
• possibility of many different genres and styles
• listening skills
• being able to be listened to
• ability to read music may be relevant
• being able to support other art forms (text, drama, dance, puppetry, song)
with instrumental music
• learning skills and techniques
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4.2 Framing the enquiry: key aspects
Looking at all these aspects, the potential exchanges, interactions and ways of
working together that can help to build relationships become more apparent.
The framework I created for an exploration of the ways in which these artists
used their art forms to encourage relationship building in the group grew from
the above analysis, and I chose to look at this mix through the filter of:
• The configuration of participants: shapes in the room
• Skills teaching
• Touch
• Directed and undirected conversation
• Risk
• Mark-making
• Stuff
These are explored below, and I hope to reflect how these headings have
become modified, and rendered more subtle and more complex through
examining them in practice, and reflecting on them with the artists. It is
important to say that the artists know all of these things intuitively, but this way
of framing the different aspects of their work raises them to a more conscious
level where they can be interrogated, and perhaps utilized in more conscious
ways. Each aspect is illustrated by extracts from the artists’ diaries.

Shapes in the room
For a long time I have been interested in the way in which a group of
participants in a creative workshop or rehearsal can go through a number
of configurations in one session. In my own practice I feel it’s important to
factor this in so that a group of people might meet in pairs, in small groups,
in the whole group and work alone at different points. This allows participants
different ways of meeting and encountering one another, and different ways
to develop their own creativity. Configurations may emerge from the art form,
or from a decision taken by the artists. For example, in Weekend at Wilton’s
the photography group always started in a circle and ended in a circle – this
was a decision made by the artists related to group building, and to rituals
of beginning and ending. The puppetry/music group found that the group’s
favourite configuration was to have a range of activities between which they
could make choices and move around freely. This meant that groups were sometimes
mixed generationally and sometimes not, but it allowed for a lot of unstructured
conversation, which this group really thrived on, above structured conversation.
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These different shapes also place the artist in differing relationships with the
group; sometimes up at the front and teaching, (for example when teaching
dance steps or a piece of music), sometimes in the group supporting, (for
example moving around pairs who are setting up photographs, to help when
needed), sometimes within a circle and leading (for example when rehearsing
vocal work). Co-facilitating, as all the artists did on this project, also meant that
one person could be leading while another one supported within the group.
The context of the space where the workshop is held and its flexibility also has
an impact. All the groups did as well as they could with the space they had, but
all the spaces had their limitations. For example, the photography group met in
an IT room. This gave them access to computers, but was a sterile setting for
photos. The puppet and music group were in the school art room, which was a
very practical space, but was full of distractions. The room may push the artists
to create configurations and ways of relating, in order to deal better with the
space. The dance and singing group found that one space could not work for
both activities concurrently, so divided the group and worked separately.
Looking at the workshops in this way allows two things to emerge. Firstly, that
different art forms fall naturally into certain configurations, which will have an
impact on the ways in which relationships are formed. I first began to consider
the idea of ‘shapes in the room’ when I was supporting two new Magic Me
visual artists on a project in 1998. After three weeks, it occurred to me that the
group had spent most of each session at long tables working with a partner.
This structure allowed for lots of informal conversation, the group loved making
things together, and the visual art aims of the project were well on their way.
However, I judged that they had no sense of each other as a whole group, and
the participants only really knew their ‘art partner’. We decided to introduce
some drama activities into the session. This had practical implications, as
instead of setting up the tables in the centre of the room, we had to have a
large circle. However, the drama activities allowed the group to have a good
look at each other, to hear and see more about one another, and it enabled us
as a group of artists to get out of the pattern of one regular ‘shape in the room’
and allow for more flexible ways of working. We decided it was worth all the
furniture moving. So it is an additional tool for the artist, to think about what
their art form’s habitual configurations are, as well as what the group might
need or prefer.
Two of the Weekend at Wilton’s projects were led by artists from different
disciplines. The other was led by two photographers, both experienced Magic
Me artists. These artists brought the group together into a circle at the start
and the end of each session, and used exercises that were other than visual on
occasion. In one session participants worked individually to complete a sense
poem exercise. They read these back to the group and received very positive
feedback from the rest of the group. For the artists, there was a link with the
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final outcome, in which they were expecting to include text, but it also gave the
group a new way of working and of representing themselves to one another.
Another artist wrote about the way in which the layout of the room created a
‘shape in the room’ that was not what they wanted: ‘The art room is really big
and fabulous but has a U-shaped table layout [ ] This makes conversation as
a whole group really tricky, as people struggle to hear each other across the
room. [ ] We also found facilitating the group tricky with this layout, it was hard
to know where to stand without having your back to people or feeling as though
addressing an audience all the time. We are going to play with different layouts
in the room.’

Skills teaching
This relates to what the artist might need to teach in order for the group to
access the art form and get the most from it. This included making techniques,
breathing and vocal exercises, technical photography skills and learning steps.
In discussion with the artists the area of skills in working together, listening,
and giving feedback also emerged, but less as taught skills and more as
encouraged behaviour, sometimes in the form of a group agreement. All of
the artists on this project taught skills, but these varied in complexity and
importance. There were moments when the artist needed to be clear about an
element of skills-teaching, and moments when participants demanded more
skills teaching. This example from the photography group reveals different
desires on the part of the participants, but also that the artists needed to model
skills in listening and group work.
Liane writes: ‘One older member interjected forcefully her view that there
wasn’t enough constructive criticism of the photographs. She felt that the
participants wouldn’t learn anything if we didn’t do this. Another participant
countered this with saying how much she enjoyed the slow process without
much criticism as it gave everyone the chance to have fun and make mistakes.
The older member then refused to participate in the final activity, and I found
myself placating her and coaxing her out of her resistance.’
For the singing and dance group, time restraints, (sessions were one hour) put
a particular pressure on skills teaching. Where what was needed was repetition,
this could create a frustration in some group members, who wanted to have
more time in a session that was ‘free’, a teacher commenting that the young
people needed more frequent changes of focus. Once the group split into
singers and dancers, each artist had enough time in a session to integrate the
technique aspect. For two of the groups, there were also performance skills to
be learned, and this caused some anxiety to the artists who did not want the
participants to feel exposed and under-prepared.
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Shamita writes about the challenge of change for less experienced performers.
‘Not being experienced dancers many of them struggled to adjust to the fact
that the music now sounded different – even though it was exactly the same song.’
As in so many aspects, the artists are working to achieve a balance between
providing a solid skills base which will allow for creativity and confidence, and
not delivering top-down, taught workshops, without room for the participants to
experiment.

Touch
Some of the art forms require participants to touch each other, for example
in pair dances. In others there is no necessity for any touch, and in some
workshops touch between participants developed informally. Where it is
integral, clear instructions maintain a sense of safety and boundary. Informally,
touch can be seen as a mark of relationships growing and becoming more
relaxed. Exercises, such as the classic Magic Me activity where pairs draw
around each other’s hands, can give partners a chance to really look at one
another, but not in the face, and to touch in a very clearly guided way. Polly and
Julian used this exercise and described it as providing ‘safe intimacy’. Shamita
describes an early exercise where everyone moved around the room and shook
hands. This provided a clear, known, boundaried beginning to making physical
contact with one another. Later, doing salsa together ‘brought laughter, contact,
co-operation’. In the photography group the young and older people quickly
developed a comfortable, informal relationship. Liane describes a moment in
the third session where the participants were creating group portraits: ‘elders
and young people were joining hands or leaning against each other, suggesting
they are comfortable working together as this was a choice they made.’

Directed and undirected conversation
Some projects invite conversation around a particular topic, for example in
this project around the chosen theme of ‘glamour’, and this will often include
the construction of pairs or groups including different generations, in order
to discuss or share experiences around a particular question. Unstructured
conversation arises in breaks, at arrival and departure times, and most
markedly, when people are making something together.
The puppetry and music participants seemed much happier when allowed
to make choices about activities and to talk together in an unstructured way.
At the same time the artists were keen to make sure that quieter voices got
heard, and structured conversation helped them to achieve this. ‘We have been
tending to spend the first 20 minutes or so with games and activities that focus
on the process of getting to know each other. I think this is really crucial but
maybe we need to approach it from a new direction. This week I asked the
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group to share with a partner a time when they had undergone transformation.
They then shared their partner’s story with the group. Some really interesting
stories emerged, one lady told about when her hair fell out and she wore a wig,
a pairing of a young and an older man discovered they had both done voluntary
work in a care home and I think made a real connection over how this work
made them feel. We heard back from them all, which did take a long time, but
it was lovely to hear everyone’s voice in a room which easily gets dominated by
certain characters.’
Reflecting the place of unstructured conversation, the project diary cites a full
day of puppet making. It opened up relationships, but also ideas and creativity.
‘There was lots of fantastic conversation going on in the room, including some
people learning Spanish while sculpting clay. Everyone got really stuck in, the
day gave the young people the opportunity to open up creatively and we had
lots of fabulous and off the wall ideas.’ It is also interesting to speculate that,
when the artist and participants have a whole day, there is much more room for
both structured and unstructured conversation. When artists, as Polly and Julian
did above, make a choice to give 20 minutes to structured conversation, they
do so carefully. They are using one third of their time, time that becomes much
more pressured as the deadline of performance approaches.
In my final meeting with the artists, there was unanimous agreement that
structured conversations for the sake of getting to know one another were
much less valuable than activities integral to the art form of the project that
also served the function of getting to know one another. So activities that used
photos, making, music or dance were able to help to build relationships in a
much more integrated way. Interestingly, none of the art forms in the project
were word based, and I know from my own experience, using drama and
creative writing, that structured conversation and writing exercises can work
very well when the project itself is concerned with words and articulating
ideas and feelings. What emerges clearly from the artists’ reflection is that
participants can be resistant and cynical about exercises that they feel are only
there for the purpose of building relationships, and not contributing to the wider
project. At the same time, this project worked with groups where the young
people already knew each other, but the adults did not. The two groups needed
to start to build connections across all the age groups in order to work well
together. The focus on relationship building needs to be there. Not the art form
plus relationship building, but the art form itself doing the relationship building.
This means choosing activities and ways of working that can do both.
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Risk
This concerns what the artist might need to weigh up in terms of where/how
far the work might push participants out of their comfort zone, either physically,
emotionally, or in terms of their skills. It brings into play the balance between
challenge and support that are both a necessary part of a project, and also the
level of anxiety and confidence both within participants and artists.
In my discussions with the artists their first response was to think about riskassessments, a necessary and practical aspect of working in schools and
similar settings. Risk assessments can often be expressed as restrictions, and
the idea of physical safety, and responsibility, are clearly paramount. But as
practicing artists, all of the facilitators know the creative importance of taking
risks, in order to move beyond the known and the expected. Julian and Polly
invited a professional singer to join the singing group for their performance.
There was a risk that her expertise might eclipse or intimidate the group, but
also a risk that the group was not strong enough and confident enough to
carry what they had to do. ‘It was great watching them get so excited and
involved working with Jess. They responded very well to her technical advice
on improving their singing, and had a lot of energy that spilt over to the rest of
the group.’ This helped the group to go further than they would otherwise have
done, and created a wave of enthusiasm. This was a lot to do with the way in
which both Julian and Jess understood this contribution to be a way of adding
to and supporting the group’s skills, not replacing them.
But for all the artists, committed to a process in which the group came with
them without feeling too pushed or pulled, there was a sense of the risk
of losing this co-operation. Artists described these as ‘the risk of them (the
group) not liking the material, the risk of the group not taking ownership, the
group becoming disconnected if not successful, the risk of offending, (when
directing the group).’ This demonstrates their commitment to the work as a
collaborative process. At the same time, the ambition of this project rewarded
artistic risk-taking, not just because the groups would perform alongside
professional artists, but also because the facilitators are skilled artists with
lots of experience, and the participants are capable of great ideas: ‘the group’s
suggestions are really adventurous and surprising, and definitely nothing
like what we felt they would be comfortable with – our puppet will definitely
challenge gender stereotypes!’
The diaries also record the artists’ knowledge about the sensitivities of their
art form: Verity recognizing that singing can be quite exposing ‘there is only
you, and it comes from inside you’; and Liane recounting her interaction with a
participant who ‘was very tearful when speaking with me about how vulnerable
and emotional she felt seeing her portrait.’ This knowledge allows artists to
provide adequate support so that the risk can be taken in a safe environment.
Taking the portrait photographs for the performance Liane commented,
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‘I was moved by how open the participants looked, and by how they trusted us
enough to allow themselves to be photographed.’

Mark-making
This concerns how participants know they have made something. With art
forms that make visible marks, such as photography, and puppet-making,
there is a sense of being able to see quite quickly what you have made. Some
art forms have an ephemerality, which can make it hard for a group to get a
sense of its own achievement and progress. With performative forms this
can be achieved both through the act of being witnessed by an audience, and
by filming and recording. However, it is hard to feel a sense of achievement
without making aesthetic or other value judgments about what has been made
or done, and mark-making is more about achieving a sense of a moment or an
object or an idea that rises above the others, and is marked, as a milestone
perhaps. Daniel de Montmollin, writing about work with clay, calls these
moments ‘creations’. ‘Creations can be defined, not as a goal to be attained,
but as localized witnesses to a process on the way towards creativity.’7 Working
with the artists on this term, they felt that the experience of, for example,
singing well together is mark-making, but the mark is internal. Though it is not
recorded it is nonetheless noted, and creates a confidence in the group, in their
own ability to create.
Julian writes in his diary about a session he led using percussion instruments.
‘After some very directed warm ups the group split into smaller groups to
create their own rhythmic pattern based on the inherent rhythms of word/
phrases produced by the groups over the previous weeks. They achieved this
quickly and enjoyably, it seemed, and we were able to listen to each group
perform them and then fit them all together to create a very successful group
piece. I recorded the finished piece, and the group were very enthusiastic
about hearing it back immediately – a real solid tangible ‘product!’‘ In this
example the whole structure led to a ‘creation’, the moment of mark-making
wasn’t accidental, but at the same time, nothing was guaranteed. And it is
clear what satisfaction it brought to the group, who both enjoyed what they
could do and felt a sense of achievement. This illustrates that sense of needing
moments throughout the project where the participants see what they are able
to do, and are therefore able to continue with more confidence. Liane made the
important point that ‘mark-making doesn’t always mean that people ‘get’ what
they’ve done’. The record of the work is sometimes just that, though it can,
as in the evaluation of the photography project, provide a valuable source of
documentation, a sense of the history of the whole creative process. Certainly on
the photography project the group felt that the record of all that they had done gave a
great sense of achievement, and a clearer understanding of the route they had taken.
7

De Montmollin D (2009) Clay Shared: Key Words for Accompanying Creativity 		
translated by Anthony Teague La Revue de la Céramique et de la Terre p54
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Being able to recognise moments when something has come together, these
moments of ‘a creation,’ is also important for the artists. All of them wanted a
process that allowed space for the participants to contribute to and influence
the final piece. This meant there were times of not knowing, of feeling a way
forward, but all three groups were aiming to build something that would
have shape and substance. Shamita describes a moment of clarity in the
exploration. ‘I was pleased, and, for the first time, felt I could actually ‘see’ the
choreography’.

Stuff
The different art forms required different levels of materials and equipment.
These bring another dynamic into the room – stuff can become a medium
through which people communicate, but also a problematic element that
doesn’t always respond as you want it to. Stuff also affects preparation. Artists
needed to make sure that equipment was charged and working; visual artists
need all the materials ready before a session.
For Liane and Douglas the cameras were a draw for the participants, but also
revealed differences between the generations. They comment in their diaries at
one point that the pace was slow because the elders needed more time than
the young people to complete technical tasks. However, this difference became
less marked as the project progressed and the whole group wanted more
complex cameras. This group was generally chatty and able to talk easily. But
they were also a group who enjoyed tasks: ‘The group worked well with the
objects. ‘Doing’ gave them a purpose’.
For the puppet and music group, the interaction with materials created an
endlessly fruitful arena for interaction. ‘We focused on some group puppetry
games transforming sticks, balls and cloth into different shapes, characters and
animals. In this game everyone had to be holding something, so although not
directly touching were all joined by their objects, and the objects collectively
making a character. [ ] the fact that they made Mohammed Ali in 30 seconds
from cloth and sticks is hopefully opening up a world of possibilities’. In this
session I witnessed a very talkative adult immerse herself in the activity, and
become part of the group in a completely new way, for a time. The collective
focus was the task offered by the materials, and this allowed for a different way
of relating.
Looking at the work in this way feels a bit like parsing poetry. The artists use
all these aspects of their work, but often without analysing and separating
them. All the aspects are, of course, interrelated. What is gained by looking at
the aspects more closely is that we can see how much impact they all have
on work that does have aims that cover the aesthetic, the personal and the
group, and can highlight the complexity of skills that the artists bring to this
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work. I believe similar analysis may be of use for future projects and other
artists, where a closer look identifies and articulates some of the tensions,
opportunities, joys and unpredictabilities.
The second research strand responds to the relationship between the ‘process’
and the ‘product’. These shorthand terms do not describe the richness of either
the creative processes that take place in all the workshops that lead towards
the project outcome, or the outcome itself, but they are useful when it is
necessary to distinguish these different phases of the same piece of work.
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5 What is the impact on a creative project of
a partnership that brings with it a high profile
performance opportunity?
This process/product balance is always an interesting one in participatory
arts. The interconnected nature of the three foundational aims articulated by
Langford can provide a tension, and artists have to make decisions that may
favour one aim over the others. The artists’ diaries from Weekend at Wilton’s
show many such moments. In any project where the work is to be shared in
any way there is a moment when choices are made, editing is done, and the
group need to turn outwards to an audience, even if it is a small audience
of friends. In this project this move towards performance was the same but
of a different scale. There were three performances, alongside professional
performers, in a well-known venue, with a paying audience, and a partner
organisation with a strong reputation. For all the artists involved this was
different to previous experiences of Magic Me projects. While the majority of
Magic Me projects work towards an end product, a sharing of some kind, it
was the scale and profile of this one that was different. Programme Director
Charlotte O’Dair was aware of the change of gear.
‘Some people were quite shocked that we were partnering with Duckie, as the
link between an intergenerational arts company doing careful work in a diverse
borough, and an organisation devoted to spectacle, avant garde performances
and work with and for LGBT people isn’t immediately clear. I remember telling
one prospective funder, a regular at Duckie’s weekly gay night, who just burst
into laughter and said ‘how’s that going to work?’ I enjoyed these reactions
as it showed that both organisations were taking a risk and doing something
unexpected.’
Two of the artists knew Duckie quite well, and were aware of the quality, verve
and extroversion associated with their evenings of entertainment. This, and
the context of the venue, Wilton’s Music Hall, created an aspiration that went
beyond trying to find the level of the group. Wilton’s Music Hall, built in 1743,
has been a home to performance since 1839. It is a building of extraordinary
character and resonance. Importantly for the groups it is a public venue, not
connected to age or education, like the venues in which the groups often
usually met. The participants would be there on their own terms, no school
uniform, no labels.
In each project the artists made slightly different decisions about when to talk
to the group about the performances, about whether to show examples of
other Duckie events, about when and where to give a clear lead, and when
and where to be led by the group. Both from my observation of sessions
and from the diaries I would judge these differences to be primarily about
the artists’ reading of the group. The artists continually made judgments,
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about the pace of work and about the dynamic of the project. These different
decisions also emerged from the pairings of artists, and what they as a team
were comfortable with. Inevitably, they shared the excitement and the anxiety
created by the ambition of the performances, but added to this was their sense
of responsibility for the participants, and their desire to ensure that people felt
safe and secure, and fully involved. Equally, they too would be the subject of a
critical gaze, as the artists who had collaborated, led, taught, guided and edited.

5.1 Performance within Magic Me
The scale and ambition of the project marked a turning point, but Magic Me has
always created work that goes out to an audience. There have been exhibitions,
live, filmed and audio performances, publications and installations. In Magic
Me’s handbook of intergenerational arts, Sharing the Experience, Susan
Langford and I outline the pros and cons of working towards a ‘product’ in this
way.
The benefits of working towards a product, (i.e a performance, an exhibition, a
book) include:
Participants enjoy working towards something. It creates a dynamic in the
project which can get people through difficult patches.
It unites the group in a common purpose.
People feel valued when their work is appreciated by others.
People often achieve more than they imagined they could.
Preparing for an end product helps people to learn to be a critic, to edit, to
select the best of what they have all done.
A final celebration of the work, and a lasting legacy of it, can help with the
process of ending the project.
The disadvantages include:
The pressure of a deadline can take away from the pleasure of the
process.
Participants’ anxieties about being good enough may get worse.
Leaders may have to take over in the final stages, if the group does not
have the capacity to do the final finishing touches, (i.e. editing a video,
mounting pictures).
The benefits of working without a finished product in mind include:
Without a deadline the project can be very responsive to the needs of the
participants.
It is easier to integrate suggestions from the participants if you have no
product brief to fulfill.
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The disadvantages include:
A lack of dynamic in the project. Participants can lose their sense of why
they should come back next week.
It can be harder for schools to justify participating, if there is no clear
agenda.
It can be difficult to explain or define the project when inviting people to
join in.
Leaders can find it hard to keep up the momentum8.
Since writing this, Magic Me has undertaken a great many projects, and I
suggest the experience of these years of practice might bring an adjustment
in tone and detail to what we wrote, on two particular points. Firstly, that it is
a disadvantage that artists may have to ‘take over’ the ‘finishing touches’ to a
project. This is a disadvantage if the stated intention was different, or if artists
take over and radically change what the group have co-created, leaving the
participants behind. However, if it is clear that both artists and participants are
bringing their own expertise and knowledge, it is appropriate. This is what Baz
Kershaw, writing about Ann Jellicoe’s community plays, calls the ‘implicit barter’
between the artist and the participants9, that the artists bring their specialist
knowledge. This will include knowing how to get from the early, exploratory
stages to the final product. There are ethical issues that arise when artists use a
group to fulfill their own artistic vision, as ‘extras’, but editing, and ‘finishing off’,
in a way that represents the groups’ work is a valid use of the artists skills - the
group’s fingerprints remain.
The second point that I reconsider is this: ‘It is easier to integrate suggestions
from the participants if you have no product brief to fulfill.’ The question of
whose ideas are steering the work is central to the tension we are examining in
this part of the research. But, as Langford has indicated, she wants artists with
ideas, creativity and expertise. The skills that they bring will be crucial to the
success of the project, and, as we have seen, their skill is to create structures
that allow for the participants ideas to emerge and be tested. The knowledge
that they will become part of a collective creative enterprise can be seen to
be an advantage, and the artists in Weekend at Wilton’s worked skillfully to
integrate a range of ideas and contributions. As one participant observed:
‘Everyone in this room’s got at least one big talent, and we’re all here to find
out what that is’.

8

Langford S & Mayo S (2000) Sharing the Experience Magic Me p24

9

Kershaw B in Jellicoe A (1987) Community Plays, How to put them on 		
Methuen p xvii
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5.2 The participants’ response
The artists’ diaries and my own observations of sessions show that there
were anxieties for some of the participants when they didn’t have a clear
idea of what they would present at Wilton’s. These often emerged in terms
of feeling that time was being spent on unnecessary activities, or in a desire
to know exactly what the end product would be. It is important to note that
this anxiety did not affect all the participants. This will be, to an extent, a
personal response, and there will always be a difference in the point at which
individuals trust the project and the artists sufficiently to really engage with
a project. But there are conditions that can favour this engagement. Jellicoe,
talking about her Community Plays, identifies trust and credibility10 as the two
key qualities participants need to feel secure. They need to believe that the
structures provided by the organisation, by the artists and by the project are
trustworthy and credible. Then ‘they are so open and unreservedly convinced
by what you are doing that you trust yourself to them and are borne along
in a wave of involvement and excitement.’11 This sense of involvement and
excitement emerged in the projects at different points, but was often related
to the performance itself. Both in anticipation and in its reality, the performance
experience charged and lifted the groups’ energies.
When the artists reflected together after the project three key points emerged.
One was that they should not feel worried about taking very clear leadership
at appropriate times. The second was that they would, in future be clear with
participants that the process of creating an original piece of work would include
times of not knowing. The third was that they would describe the projects
differently. For example, the photographers would not tell participants that it
was a photography project, but would find a way to articulate from the start
that it was about photographs for performance. Participants might not have a
clear sense at the start of what that would entail, but they would know that
this would not be a straightforward photography skills course. The dance and
singing project had originally been advertised as a dance and drama project.
This changed, because an artist was unavailable and had to be replaced, but
there was a sense, particularly from the young people that they had not got
what they signed up for, and it took time to bring them along.
One participant left a project when he felt it was drifting, but returned ‘when
the volume and commitment increased and I would have been broken hearted
to have missed it. The youngsters could have left but they stuck it out.’ Another
participant spoke about moving from doubt to commitment. ‘I was fit to
strangle anyone on the first day as I’d got lost and it had taken ages to get to
Drover’s. I didn’t want to wave at a puppet and I thought, what’s this all about?
Since then I’ve rearranged my holidays so as not to miss a session. It’s been so
10

Jellicoe A (1987) Community Plays, How to put them on Methuen p 9

11

ibid, p 7
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creative, so magical and amazing and I’m really glad to have talked to Charlotte
about the project.’ For the puppetry and music group it was the performances
that really pulled the group together. ‘They became a Company’, commented
one of the artists. The relationship building came directly through, and was not
impaired by, the experience of the performances.
Many individuals felt transformed by the experience of the Weekend at Wilton’s.
‘To do a longer dance in public, it’s a once in a lifetime!’
‘I usually just dance for my friends, so this is just amazing.’
‘I loved being backstage, and they made us feel so welcome.’
O’Dair identified the way in which the common ground shared by Duckie and
Magic Me was evident in the performance weekend, and leading up to it. ‘In
fact, what became very clear during the project was how much we actually
had in common. Both companies share the same ethos of welcoming and
celebrating everyone, and particularly over the weekend itself, it was clear that
Magic Me and Duckie staff, performers and supporters shared both the stage,
and the dance floor, with mutual respect and delight.’
The chance to perform three times was unusual in a Magic Me project, and
participants enjoyed the opportunity to learn and improve. For many of the
group the whole experience was extraordinary – the journey, the time spent at
Wilton’s before the show, the building itself, and both the presence of friends
and family in the audience, and the presence of complete strangers who had
come to see them. ‘After the last performance someone asked me if I was a
professional!’
One participant, who has dementia, did not perform every night. While one of
the artists saw this as ‘a failure’, I felt that the group was well able to manage
this, and deal with the unexpected change. All the groups were able to absorb
surprise, change and the unexpected, because of the strong foundation of the
workshop period. ‘Every single person in this group has taught me something.
I discovered how I really enjoy intergenerational arts because you can really feel
how wisdom and enthusiasm, energy and creativity can merge together in a
very positive way and co-produce significant and beautiful pieces of work.’
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5.3 The artists’ response
In my contact with the artists, three particular issues emerged in relation to the
pressures created by the end product.

Quality
That is to say the artistic standard of the work, and their concern to get the
work of the group up to the standard they felt was demanded by the context.
All the artists are experienced, and know what is needed to prepare for public
performance. This was extremely important, in terms of their design of the
sessions. For Douglas and Liane there were three clear phases: getting to know
one another; learning skills; creating work for the performance. What this group
needed to work out was how photographs were going to be used in an evening
of performance. For Polly and Julian it was important not to talk too much about
the performance until the group had a good grasp of the art forms, but they also
had a very clear sense of wanting the group to feel fully involved in decisions
about the performance. For Shamita and Verity, a decision about staging early
on gave them a structure to respond to, and they made the decision to each
work with half of the group separately in order to be able to achieve this.
So the impact of the pressure of the product was partly evident in decisions
about the pattern and structure of the workshops, including, for example, the
choice in the photography group that the final photographs would be taken
by the lead artist, not by the participants, and Julian’s decision to bring in a
professional singer to support participants. These decisions aren’t always
taken easily, and the diaries reveal moments of real anxiety about achieving a
quality of work that would not leave the groups exposed. In any community
or education setting events will sometimes intervene, and both breaks
in attendance and unexpected cancellations of sessions clearly felt very
threatening to the achievement of good quality work.
The question of quality rests on notions of judgement. Who is making the
judgement, and on what basis? At the conference, Ages & Stages12, Jonathan
Petherbridge, the Artistic Director of London Bubble spoke about what he
describes as ‘open’ projects, that is to say projects that involve professional
artists and community participants.‘The resulting work can be many things
– obscure, scruffy, natural and/or beautiful. I would argue that it has a very
particular aesthetic – it is wiki theatre, outsider theatre, collectively made.’13

12

Ages and Stages conference January 7th 2012 London Bubble

13

Ages and Stages conference report, p1, available from
www.londonbubble.org.uk
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This suggests a different set of criteria, but not criteria that ‘make excuses’
for the work. (Verity writes about her singing group wanting things to be
simpler, ‘and I wouldn’t let them, it was a good challenge for them’) When
the artists on this project talked about this being different to other Magic Me
projects, perhaps a key factor was that it would be seen alongside professional
performances, and that this sense of ‘a particular aesthetic’ would be lost.
Artists wanted to deliver work of a particular quality in order to meet the
expectations of Duckie, the producers of the show.
Duckie’s producers were pleased with the outcome, and felt that Magic Me
brought people to the stage who would not have been included in any other
way. They were clear that they could not have facilitated the groups with the
skill possessed by the artists, but also asked whether the artists’ need to have
their eyes on personal and group development, and relationships across the
generations, might have held them back from taking greater creative risks. They
asked an important question: Are the artistic aims different for the community
participants and the professional acts? The answer to this may be partly about
intention. The professional acts have the intention to create innovative and
excellent work in order to earn money, and to gain a public audience for their
work. The community participants want to create innovative and excellent work,
and to gain a public audience for their work. Without the financial transaction,
community participants take their place by invitation. For the artists this does
not decrease the pressure. The necessity to fulfill the faith placed in them, and
not to expose the group, become the drivers. It is the setting of the group’s
art work alongside the work of professional artists that brings this question of
quality into sharper focus.
Where Magic Me project outcomes are seen within the context of the space
in which they have been made, for example within a School or a Care Home,
or in exhibitions close to the location of the project, this notion of ‘a particular
aesthetic’ holds. The question of whether it is ‘good enough’ for people to
pay for doesn’t arise. Was this important at Weekend at Wilton’s? Certainly all
the projects aimed to be good enough for an audience to pay to see. At the
same time, within the performances, the groups were clearly introduced by
the compere as having a particular place within the entertainment. Magic Me’s
aims were explained, and members of the photography group interviewed
on stage. In this way a context was set for the work, which meant that the
participants, and the participants’ work was seen. It is this setting in context
that makes sense of the ‘particular aesthetic’, which make it clear that the
people who are offering the art work are important , as well as what they have
made. The careful preparation by Duckie, Magic Me and Wilton’s meant that the
groups were made to feel secure and valued, and the opportunity to perform
three times gave all the groups the opportunity to settle and grow in their
contributions. The format, that of cabaret in a music hall setting, allowed for the
diversity of the offer during the evening to make complete sense. The audience
was prepared for a real range of artistic offers.
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Ownership
This relates to the extent to which the group could influence and contribute to
the piece that was being made, and is a word used frequently by the artists
in their diaries and in meetings I have had with them. All of the artists had
moments when they were concerned about imposing ideas, and two of them
said that their greatest learning from the project was that in future they would
give more agency to the participants.
All of them also knew that there were times when they had to take a firm lead,
to provide a clear structure, to be the experts, and this exposed a dilemma
for them. The purpose of the work is the creativity of the group; providing the
circumstances in which they be as creative as possible. The artist is also there
because of their creativity and needs to judge how, when and where this
comes to the foreground. There are aspects that are entirely clear. For example,
none of the participants in Polly and Julian’s group had puppetry skills, so Polly’s
skills in construction, animation and in communicating the potential were clear.
Polly acknowledged that in a future project she would be clearer, ‘shout louder’,
when she knew from her own experience that certain things needed to be
done. The question of ownership also relates to the mixture of what the artists
offer - the mix of structure and freedom; what the artists offer as a structure
and what is open.
In the Ages and Stages conference, choreographer Rosemary Lee was asked to
describe her process. She responded ‘I make structure like a basket: solid, but
with space between the weave.’14 This dynamic, and in particular the need to
make decisions about what is structure and what is space is absolutely central
to the artistry of facilitation. Much of the skills teaching is part of the ‘solidity’,
although all the artists found that there were skills to share within the group.
Shamita felt that structure was needed to help the younger participants move
out of a small repertory of safe and known dance vocabulary. In the ‘space’ the
groups contributed ideas, vision, design, text, and skills and, of course, time.
As the project ended several artists commented that they would want, in the
future, to articulate more of the nature of the process to participants. People
are invited into something, and the description needs to be as clear as possible.
They felt they needed to give a much more transparent, clear explanation of
what would be going on, in particular that the project would include times of
not knowing. This would be a way of sharing not only their facilitation skills but
also their knowledge and experience of the creative process.
Ownership is a term that needs to be interrogated. The reality in this project
was that dates, timings, locations and art forms had been decided before the
14
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participants arrived. Ownership, for all concerned, has boundaries. I would
suggest that it is more meaningful, and closer to the reality, to talk about
collaboration, literally working together – sharing the labour. This values the
contribution of all those involved, acknowledging that it cannot happen without
all the partners. As one participant said to me after the performance at Wilton’s:
‘Collective ideas are always better, and even more so when it’s mixed ages. It
could have just gone down one road instead of many.’

Scaffolding
This term emerged at a day of professional development for all Magic Me
artists, where most of the Wilton’s artists were present. The theme of the
day was partnership, and through the process of the workshop all the artists
became more aware of the amount of work that Magic Me as an organisation
had done to make the Wilton’s project happen. They described this in terms
of Magic Me and Duckie providing the ‘scaffolding’ to make it happen and
supporting people to get there. This meant all the practical and technical
implications, and the negotiation of a relationship that the two partner
organisations had begun long before the artists were involved, as well as
alongside the project itself. Much of this was going on without the need for the
artists to be involved, which was, on the one hand, a relief, and on the other
hand, made some artists feel a bit out of the loop. In a smaller scale project,
an artist might have more involvement in some of the practical issues. The
recognition of this scaffolding is important, it is what makes it possible for the
artist to get on with their work. On a project of this scale, great care was taken
to keep the structures secure and fitting to the task, and an extra staff member
was recruited, partly to manage the needs of the 30 adults involved in the
project, maintaining contact with them and organising transport. Each project
had a dedicated project volunteer. As the artists and organisation are concerned
with creating a structure that allows the participants to feel comfortable,
secure, and therefore able to be creative, the organisational scaffolding
needs to provide a structure that allows the artists to be secure, creative and
courageous in their choices.
For Magic Me, the quality of its arts output has always been important, and
this is reflected in its budgets. But it is, arguably, better known for its work on,
as its strap line says, ‘connecting generations’, and this may make it harder
to ask partner organisations for what it needs to fulfill the artistic output.
For the artists the implication of a strong arts focus was that they needed
to be clear to Magic Me managers about what they needed in order to fulfill
the brief. For Magic Me as an organisation, the task, and the challenge, is
working with partners and with artists to get the best possible conditions to
achieve the best possible work. This is a negotiation. For the schools involved
in Wilton’s, and for some of the older people, the length of the project was
a challenging commitment. For the project this was a minimum time-frame.
For some schools an hour-long session was all that could be accommodated,
but for the artists this was, particularly in the later stages, a very short slot
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in which to rehearse and prepare. As Magic Me absorbs the learning and the
benefits of the new phase of work it has undertaken in this very exciting year,
this aspect of partnership working will be in the foreground. The benefits of
the work, the ambition for the young and older people, merit the best possible
circumstances, while acknowledging the realities of all the partners’ structures.
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Conclusion

This section of the report has focused on the artists, and the complexity of
their role. The investigation of the art forms, and the exploration of the impact
of the performance both reveal how many elements are at play in work that is
collaborative and intergenerational. The artistry of the artists, and the openness,
flexibility and expertise of the Magic Me core team are evident in all aspects of
the work. It is a tribute to them that such a richness of detail is evident in what
they do and how they do it. Much of the complexity is revealed in the decisions
that take place throughout the process, negotiating structure and space, group
and individual needs, aesthetic choices, and practical necessities. The artists’
iteration of the importance of an integrated approach to relationship building
and arts activity is clear and well evidenced. It is the combination of their group
skills and their arts skills that make these artists the right people to do this
work. These two skill sets are not parallel, they influence each other, and the
choices the artists make, both in their planning, and moment by moment.
The investigation into the impact of the performance outcome shows that
such an ambition can have a significantly positive impact on the relationships
in a group, on the sense of being connected through a purpose, of expanding
their knowledge and expectations of themselves, and of others. The care
taken by the artists, supported by the organisation, to support participants to
achieve this ambition is crucial: the danger seems to be that anxiety can skew
decisions, and weaken the sense of safe structures. In one of Magic Me’s CPD
workshops artists wrote their own personal manifestos. One of them reads: Be
brave, be prepared, be flexible, be true. All these qualities were needed, and
were in evidence in the work of the artists and the organisation. The level of
‘scaffolding’ needed is also a reminder that the original vision came from within
Magic Me, and that the work of getting from the original idea to the reality is
an immense task, that is also an art. The organisation took a creative leap to
undertake this project, but supported this with thoughtful, detailed, careful hard
work, and additional staffing. Crucial to this process are the participants, from
whom the beauty, content, texture and meaning of the projects arises.
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Appendix
Artist Biographies
Polly Beestone
Polly trained in puppetry at the Central School of Speech and Drama and her
work encompasses both puppetry and visual arts. Community arts work has
included exciting projects with Creative Partnerships, Taru, Artsreach, and
A New Direction, Polly has also worked as a resident artist with Creative
Communities Surrey. Recent theatre credits include The Secret Garden for
Angel Exit Theatre (UK Tour) The Littlest Quirky for Theatre Centre (Stratford
Circus, The Egg), Around the World in 80 Days (The Scoop), The Garbage King
(Unicorn Theatre) The Scarecrow (UK Tour) Andersons English for Out of Joint
(UK tour) The Long Way Home for Eastern Angles (East Anglia Tour) The Light
House Keepers Lunch (UK tour).
Polly has worked with Magic Me for eight years. Projects have included Grand
Explorers at the Museum of Childhood, Dressing Up! at The Women’s Library
and A Sense of Occasion, within the Our Generations programme.

Liane Harris
Liane studied fine art at Central St. Martins and has worked as a photographer
and educator for twenty years. Liane has led participatory arts projects for many
organisations including the National Portrait Gallery, Photofusion, Photovoice,
the Refugee Council and the Terence Higgins Trust. Liane’s freelance
photography work has included commissions from Channel 4, the Greater
London Authority, Hayward Gallery, Tate Britain, Tate Modern and Time Out.
Liane also currently teaches photography skills courses in London.
Liane has worked with Magic Me for six years. She has led a number of
intergenerational projects with secondary schools and older people including
A Different View, Ages & Stages and What’s Your Story?. Liane also co-led
The Media Group, a group of older people and young adults who used digital
photography to document the Our Generations programme. The Media Group
also exhibited photographs across Tower Hamlets between 2006 and 2009.

Douglas Nicholson
Douglas is an artist and educator working with all forms of photographic
processes. He is currently developing a body of work exploring antique
darkroom printing techniques with medium and large format negatives taken
with vintage cameras. Alongside working on personal projects and exhibiting in
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the UK and overseas he has developed socially engaged art projects and made
artwork with diverse partners. These include the Fiji Arts Council, inmates in a
prison in the UK, children in a Romanian homeless shelter, young offenders in
East London, young people at risk in Mozambique, residents in a psychiatric
hospital and communities living with HIV/AIDS in the UK and Kenya.
Douglas has worked with Magic Me for five years. Projects have included Meet
the Neighbours and The Media Group within the Our Generations programme.
http://douglasnicolson.wordpress.com

Shamita Ray
Shamita trained in ballet, contemporary dance, and jazz at the Urdang Academy,
London, and bharatanatyam (Indian classical dance) at the Institute of Indian
Culture, London. She has been an independent performer, choreographer and
teacher since 1993, working in Germany, Belgium, Canada, and Russia as well
as all over the UK. She has delivered workshops and classes in community and
education settings for nearly twenty years, including working with organizations
such as Chisenhale Dance Space, East London Dance, Green Candle Dance
Company, and the Royal Academy of Dance. She is regular guest teacher
for Legitimate Bodies Dance Company (Ireland), and Tanzfestival Bielefeld
(Germany). She currently lectures undergraduate students in contemporary
dance technique at the Creative Academy, Slough, and also works part time as
a yoga instructor. Weekend at Wilton’s was Shamita’s first project for Magic Me.
http://shamitaray.webs.com

Verity Standen
Verity is a performer, musical director and choir leader based in East London.
She is a solo artist as well as working in collaboration with Living Structures
Immersive Theatre Company, and is co-director of OoLaLume and the Antique
Women. Verity has recently written music with Bootworks Theatre Company
and the Old Vic Theatre’s Young Company in Bristol. To date, her creative work
focuses on the raw, emotive voice and how it can be manipulated through
space, intimacy and live performance.
Verity has worked with Magic Me for two years and currently leads Holler; our
mixed choir for adults of all ages. Under Verity’s direction Holler have performed
at the Capital Age Festival, Spitalfields Music Festival and worked with the
Royal Opera House for a performance of The Owl and the Pussycat on the
Regent’s Canal. http://www.veritystanden.co.uk
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Julian West
Julian is an oboist, animateur and educator. Julian has designed and led
projects for many organisations including Britten Sinfonia, English National
Opera, English Touring Opera, the London Symphony Orchestra, the
Philharmonia Orchestra, the Royal Opera House, Spitalfields Music, and Trinity
Laban. He is currently Head of Open Academy, the Royal Academy of Music’s
creative learning and participation programme, where he lectures on music in
community, and carries out research into best practice. In addition, Julian works
regularly with Wigmore Hall, with whom he initially devised Chamber Tots in
the Community, an acclaimed project for early years settings, and Chamber
Challenge which has taken him into primary schools across the country. He has
been the external mentor for Wigmore Hall’s trainee animateur scheme since
its inception.
Julian has worked with Magic Me for nine years and has led on a variety
of intergenerational projects within primary schools, care homes and other
settings. Projects have included A Sense of Occasion and Stepping Out as part
of the Our Generations programme and Grand Explorers at the Museum of
Childhood. http://www.julianwest.co.uk
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